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Ukrayins`ka lingvokul`turologiya

Pidgotovka majbutnikh fahivciv doshkil`noyi osvity` do profesijnoyi 
diyal`nosti

`
` Ukrayins`ka mova v osvitn`omu prostori 

Kul`turologichny`j pidhid do rozvy`tku uvy`raznennya movlennya 
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Suchasna lingvisty`ka : napryamy` ta problemy

Lingvokul`turologiya yak vazhly`vy`j napryam navchannya inozemny`h
mov profesijnogo spilkuvannya 
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TRANSLATION MODEL OF ENGLISH COMPUTER TERMS INTO UKRAINIAN
LANGUAGE

-

-

Urgency of the research. Progressing 
computerization processes are increasingly 
filling the scientific, technical and living 
spaces of modern man. That's why there was a 
need for an adequate translation of computer-
themed texts from one language to another. 
Because most of the computer environment 
terminology is developed in English, so how 
we study and live in Ukraine, That's why for us 
the problem of translating the terms of 
computer technology from English into 
Ukrainian is actual. This is especially required 
by the translation of literature from 
information and communication technologies, 
translation of the interface of software 
products, technical documentation, etc.
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Target setting. This article provides 
information about the specific translation of 
English computer terms and regarding the 
creation of a model for translating English 
computer terms into Ukrainian.

Actual scientific researches and issues 
analysis. The translation of English computer 
terms into Ukrainian was investigated by 
V. Akulenko, N. Hrytsyk, V. Karaban, 
O. Medvid, R. Pronina, A. Pumpyansky, 
R. Sindega, V. Tabanakova, A. Fedorov and 
others.

Setting objectives. To analyze the 
peculiarities of the translation of the computer 
terminology sphere and theoretically 
substantiate and develop the model of the 
peculiarities in translation process of English 
computer terms into Ukrainian.

The statement of basic materials.
During the development of model of 
translation was ordered sequence of processes 
through which the computer term passes from 
the original language to a foreign equivalent. 
It was determined that the individuality of 
translator and his awareness of information 
and communication technologies affect the 
translation of the term. The translator will 
make a more accurate and adequate 
translation of not only the word, but also the 
text as a whole, if he will know this area well. 
The next point of the model is the context of the 
text (sentence). Because, due to the context, 
without knowing the words, the translator 
guesses its meaning on the intuitive level. The 
last point of this model is the translation 
method: transcription and transliteration, use 
of semantic equivalents, morpheme or lexical 
copying, explication or descriptive translation. 

Conclusions. It is revealed that the 
translation of English computer terms into the 
Ukrainian language is a rather responsible 
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task and requires a high level of knowledge, 
skills and abilities (relevant competencies) as 
a professional translator and specialist in 
information and communication technologies.  
And after going through all these stages of the 
model of translating, the English computer 
term gets adequate translation, in this case is 
in Ukrainian.

Keywords: model, translation, 
computer terminology, term, translator.
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